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Abstract

Compared with frame-based systems, description logics have the
advantage of well-dened semantics and powerful inferences. In order
to exploit these advantages in technical domains, the ability to use concrete domains is needed, e.g. systems of (in)equalities over (non)linear
polynomials to handle physical laws. Existing systems can only cope
with comparisons between attributes.
We present an approach that considerably improves the expressiveness of the concrete domains. Ctl1 is based on the ideas presented in
1] and 5]. Concrete domains are realised through a well-dened interface to external algorithms. Constraint Logic Programming (CLP)
systems allow us to easily realise a whole range of concrete domains,
e.g. over sets of symbols and numbers. In particular, we are able to
handle systems of arbitrary linear polynomials. They also enable us
to automatically participate in recent and future improvements in the
areas of CLP and computer algebra, e.g. systems capable of handling
arbitrary non-linear polynomials.
1

Congurable (or Constraint-based) Terminological Logic
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1 Introduction
In order to use description logics (DL) in technical domains expressive description languages are needed. In addition to the abstract domain, several
concrete domains such as numbers, strings and symbols must be added to
the language and the inferences of the description logic.
Current representation systems such as Loom or Classic take this into
account by incorporating access to host data types. They realise mainly a
single concrete domain over numerical values. But only comparisons between
numerical attributes and numerical constants are taken into account when
drawing the TBox inferences, and these inferences are themselves incomplete.
In contrast to that, Kris and Taxon have sound and complete algorithms.
Both use a scheme for the integration of concrete domains developed by
Baader and Hanschke 1, 5]. But they also realise only a single concrete
domain allowing only comparisons between numeric attributes. Hence this
is only a slight improvement with respect to Loom and Classic. To summarise, there is a need for improvement along two dimensions:
1. Addition of new concrete domains, such as strings and symbols.
2. Enhancement of the expressiveness of an existing domain (i.e. to date
only the numbers) by introducing new predicates.
In this paper we present Ctl, a scheme for improving in both dimensions.

2 Example
In order to apply description logics to technical applications, one must at least
be able to represent the subject of the application, i.e the technical device
or assembly. In this section we give a simple, but typical example of such an
assembly. The task is to model the simple bike drivetrain shown in Figure 1.
Our focus is on the representation of the underlying physical (mechanical)
laws. The bike transmission as a special mechanism can be modeled as a set
of connected links. The behaviour of mechanisms is largely determined by
the relations between the intervening forces and torques. These relations are
given by physical laws that apply to all mechanisms, making the drivetrain
a good example for mechanical devices in general. For our purposes it is
su cient to treat the forces and torques as scalar entities. We also use
numerical equations instead of quantity equations to describe the physical
2
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Figure 1: A simple bike drivetrain
laws2. In order to describe the drivetrain, the representation of the following
physical laws is necessary:
The torques of two links rotating on the same shaft are equal.

MRot1 = MRot2

(1)

A tension link (e.g. a chain) transmits forces along the direction of the
tension, i.e. the force applied to two gear wheels driven by the same
chain is equal.

FTension = FRot

(2)

The torque of a rotational link is the product of the applied force and
the radius of the link.

MRot = FRot  rRot

(3)

The force applied to a link is positive.

FLink  0

(4)

the radius of a rotational link strictly positive.

rLink > 0

(5)

It is important to notice that the right-hand side of Equation 3 is a
quadratic polynomial. It becomes linear when either F or r is bound. This
is usually the case during ABox reasoning but not during TBox reasoning
2

This is possible if every quantity is denoted using its base unit.
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processes. The drivetrain depicted in Figure 1 can therefore be described
with the following system of nonlinear inequalities3:

MCa = FCa  rCa
FSp = FCh
MCa = MBbs
MSp = FSp  rSp
FCa FCr  FBbs FCh
MBbs = FBbs  rBbs
MRa = MSp
FSp FRa FRw  0
(6)
MCr = MBbs
MRa = FRa  rRa
rCa rCr  rBbs
rSp rRa rRw > 0
MCr = FCr  rCr
MRw = MRa
FCh = FCr
MRw = FRw  rRw
In general, technical applications impose the following requirement4:
\The T- and ABox reasoning services of description logics for
technical applications must take (non)linear systems of (in)equalities into account."

3 Admissible concrete domains
Is it possible to develop such systems without losing decidability of the description language? To answer this question we rst give a formal denition
of (non)linear systems of inequalities. We then briey introduce the concept
of \admissible concrete domains" as developed by Baader and Hanschke 1, 5]
and show that systems of (non)linear (in)equations are an admissible concrete domain by reducing the problem to the decidability of the theory over
the elementary algebra of the reals 15].
Denition 1. A univariate Polynomial over a ring R with 1 (a eld) is an
expression
X i
p(x) =
ai x :
0

i n

The degree of the polynomial is dened by
deg(p) := maxf 2 N : a 6= 0g:
Let i = (i1 : : : in) n 2 N be a multiindex, and jij = i1 +  + in be the
order of i. A multivariate Polynomial over R in x = (x1 : : : xn ) of degree
m is dened by
X
p(x) = p(x1 : : : xn) =
ai1 ::: in xi11    xinn :
jij m

3
4

Neglecting the pedal.
The representation of the geometry or other aspects leads to the same requirement.
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Remark 1. (i) Polynomials with a degree > 1 are generally called non-

linear, Polynomials of degree 0 1 2 3 respectively constant, linear,
quadratic or cubic.

(ii) In our case we are interested in polynomials with rational coe cients,
i.e. in Qx1 : : :  xn].
(iii) The ai are called coecients, the xi indeterminates.
Denition 2. A System U of inequalities of degree n in the variables x is a
nite set of equalities and inequalities in x between polynomials of degree at
most n. I.e. U = fg1 : : :  gmg, with gi = pi  qi  2 f< > = 6=  g and
deg(r)  n r 2 fp1  : : : pm g  fq1 : : : qmg.
As we have seen in Section 2, technical applications need concrete domains. In contrast to most existing description logics, Baader and Hanschke
developed a scheme for integrating concrete domains into description languages rather than describing a particular extension by some specic concrete
domain. Additionally this scheme has the following properties:
1. The formal semantics as well as the combination of the algorithms are
given on the scheme level.
2. The resulting algorithms for the extension should not only be sound
but also complete.

Denition 3. A concrete domain D is a relational structure, consisting of
a set dom(D), the domain of D, and a set pred(D), the predicate names of
D. Each p 2 pred(D) is associated with an arity np and an np-ary predicate
P D dom(D)np .
Property 2 from above imposes additional constraints on the concrete domain, it must be admissible in order to be useful.
Denition 4. A concrete domain is admissible i
(i) it is closed under negation (i.e. 8P 9Q(Q = dom(D)np n P , pred(D))),
(ii) it contains a name >D for dom(D) (i.e. 8d 2 dom(D)(>D (d) = true)),
and
(iii) the satisability problem
of nite conjunctions is decidable. (The nite
V
k
conjunction K = i=1 pi (~xi) is satisable, i there exists an assignment
of the variables such that K becomes true).
5

Theorem 1. Let D be an admissible concrete domain. Then there exists a

sound and complete algorithm which is able to decide the consistency problem
of an ABox for ALCF (D)5.
Due to the decidability of the theory of the elementary algebra of the
reals15] it is also admissible 1].
Denition 5. The theory of the elementary algebra over the reals is the
set of Terms T and Formula F over the alphabet consisting of the individual variables V = fxi 2 Ng (interpreted over R), the individual constants
0 1,the functional symbols + , the predicate symbol >, the logical junctors
: _ ^ ! $, the logical quantiers 9 8 and the auxiliary symbols ( )6. The
Terms T and formulas F are recursively dened as usual.
Theorem 2. The theory of the elementary algebra over the reals is decidable.
Theorem 3. The theory of the elementary algebra over the reals is an admissible concrete domain.
Together with the following observations the admissibility of systems of
multivariate polynomials can be concluded.
Remark 2. (i) Multivariate Polynomials p(~x) 2 Q~x] are terms of the
elementary algebra.
(ii) The comparison predicates  = etc. can be expressed by a combination of logical junctors and <.
(iii) The system U = fg1 : : :  gmg has a solution in R i 9:::9 x1 : : : xn (g1 ^
 ^ gm) is true.
(iv) The negation of an inequality is simply the negation of its comparing
operator.
(v) 9x (x = x) is an example for >.
Theorem 4. Systems of (in)equalities between multivariate polynomials of
arbitrary degree are an admissible concrete domain.
Systems of (in)equalities between linear multivariate polynomials are an
admissible concrete domain.
TBox subsumption and a lot of other reasoning services can be reduced to this problem,
see 1] for details. ALC is a rather expressive concept language introduced in 14]. Since
Taxon as well as Ctl implement this language we refer to section 4 for details.
6In current systems one would use a more extensive alphabet providing additional
predicate symbols and all 2 Q as individual constants. Tarski used the alphabet
f1 0 ;1 i i i +  = : _ ^ 9g.
5
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4 State of the art
What is the state of the art in implemented DL systems compared to these
results? To answer this we analyse the expressiveness of the abstract as well
as the concrete domain of Loom 10], Classic 12], Kris 2] and Taxon
3]7. It turns out, that at best, the systems are only able to handle numerical
constants.
Loom and Classic use structural subsumption algorithms. These algorithms are e cient and sound, but incomplete for expressive description
languages. In contrast to that, Kris and Taxon provide sound and complete
algorithms based on a model-generating procedure 14] for testing the consistency of an ABox 6, 1]. All systems provide dierent description languages
and inferences, preventing a comparison of the systems as well as the transfer
of descriptions from one system to another. Within the Krss project, a concrete and an abstract syntax for a very expressive language description logic
was developed 13]. Additionally it denes a core of this language on which
compliant implementations are required to implement complete algorithms.
We use Krss as a reference for our comparisons.

4.1 Expressiveness of the Abstract Domains

Table 1 gives an overall impression of the expressiveness of the concept terms
in the abstract domain of various systems. Since the Krss specication was
mainly done by the developers of Classic, it is not surprising that the Krss
core and Classic are nearly identical. Kris adds number-restrictions to the
language of Taxon. By far the most expressive language is provided by
Loom. But its algorithms are incomplete even where complete ones can be
given, e.g. with respect to or and not.

4.2 Expressiveness of the concrete domains

Krss provides a concrete part of the domain, specied as the rationals and

strings over some alphabet of size at-least 2. Since our example only needs
the numeric domain and this is what most of the systems provide, we restrict
our analysis to it.
There a quite a few other DL systems. We have chosen this selection, cause its a
representative cross-section. Furthermore they are freely available (along with their source
code) and written in Lisp.
7
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Table 1: Expressiveness: Concept Terms

4.2.1 Numeric Base Type

Regarding the numeric base type, number is only a non-terminal in the syntax denition of Classic, but looking at the manual one can nd references
to reals. Loom accepts reals in numerical relations while providing the predened concepts number (including complex numbers) and integer. Kris is
restricted to naturals while Taxon provides rationals.

4.2.2 Syntax

One requirement of Baader and Hanschkes admissible domains is the strict
separation between the abstract and the concrete domain, i.e. dom(I ) \
dom(D) = . Therefore Kris and Taxon restrict the use of expressions of
the concrete domain to quantications over attribute chains. This makes it
impossible to dene a concept describing the interval 0 20] as it is allowed by
Krss, Loom, and Classic. Taxon carries the separation between abstract
and concrete domain along to the syntactical level. One rst has to dene
the predicates of the concrete domain with cpred before they can be used in
8

System
Krss
Loom
Classic
Kris
Taxon

Realisation

(some radius (and (minimum 0) (maximum 20)))
(:and (>= radius 0) (<= radius 20))
(all radius (and (min 0) (max 20)))
(and (>= radius 0) (<= radius 20))
(cpred 0-20 (ro (?x) (and (>= ?x 0) (<= ?x 20))))
(some (radius) 0-20)

Table 2: The use of concrete domains in the various systems
concept terms. Table 2 shows how the range of the attribute radius could be
restricted in the various systems.

4.2.3 Expressiveness

Table 3 summarises the systems' capabilities to handle systems of (in)equations, using the dierent constructs of the elamentary algebra over the reals
as a guideline. The rst and foremost observation is the complete lack of
any function symbols. Therefore, current terminological systems can at best
handle arbitrary comparisons between attributes or attributes and numbers.
Only Loom denes a relation +, but it cannot be used within concept denitions. Therefore it is impossible to dene even the simplest equations between
univariate linear polynomials like x = y + 1 or diameter = 2  radius. Not to
mention linear multivariate polynomials like perimeter = 2  (length + width)
or nonlinear polynomials like torque = radius  force as in Equation (3).
Krss and Classic show another notable limitation. Unlike the other systems they provide only  and  as comparison operators, and one term of
the equation is restricted to be a constant. This makes it impossible to dene a square as a special rectangle with length = width. One has to use the
abstract equality predicate equal in order to describe this. No system implements logical operators or quantiers within the concrete domain. They rely
on the operators of the abstract domain. Because Krss and Classic only
provide and, it is impossible to dene the missing comparison operator <.
The only way to circumvent the above limitations in some way is the
following: Krss, Loom, and Classic provide constructs (satis es, test-h/c)
to include arbitrary Lisp functions into concept descriptions. Obviously this
construct cannot be used at all within the TBox reasoning services, since
that would require the decidability of the halting problem. Therefore, in our
opinion these constructs are nearly unusable, especially when it is possible to
implement sound and complete algorithms as for systems of inequations of
9
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Table 3: Expressiveness: Linear Sentences
polynomials. W.r.t. ABox reasoning they also have the major disadvantage
of being lisp functions and not constraints. Therefore they can act only as
test predicates. They do not propagate restrictions like constraints nor do
they expose the undirectedness of relations8.

5 Ctl
The analysis in the previous section shows the shortcomings of current DL
systems w.r.t. systems of (in)equalities. In this section we rst give a principled way how to extend a terminological logic with a concrete domain. We
then show how CLP systems provide the decision procedure for a whole range
8

When not explicitily programmed that way.
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of concrete domains and enable us to handle systems of (in)equalities.
Realising a concrete domain is mainly the task of integrating a decision
procedure for nite conjunctions of predicates (see Denition 2 and Theorem
4). In general there are two ways to do so:
1. Realising the decision procedure through a module hardwired to the
terminological inference engine.
2. Combining an existing implementation of the decision procedure through
a well dened interface to the terminological inference engine9.
With solution 1, every modication of the concrete domains, e.g. addition
of a new domain, extending the expressiveness or exchanging the decision
procedure, leads to a modication of the DL inference engine. With solution
2 this is reduced to the adaptation of the decision procedure to the interface.
To our knowledge, all existing terminological systems (e.g. the systems of
the previous section) use approach 1. Ctl is unique by using approach 2
to provide a generic interface for concrete domains. The interface allows us
to simultaneously provide multiple concrete domains, resulting in a modular
and congurable terminological system. Due to this open architecture, Ctl
can be adapted to the needs of the application, by only instantiating the
concrete domains that are actually needed.

5.1 The Interface

The abstract domain of Ctl is based on ALC and comparable to Taxon 10 .
The inference engine uses a model-generating consistency test 7], resulting in
sound and complete algorithms. We use the syntax of the Krss specication
13]. Denition 4 serves as a guideline for the design of the interface. The
interface itself is two-layered: First, means for dening concrete predicates
and distinguishing between dierent concrete domains must be introduced at
the representational level. Second, a set of functions realising the interface
at the inference level must be dened.

5.1.1 The representational level

The concrete part of Krss is xed (see Section 4 and 13]). Since we want to
be exible w.r.t. concrete domains we have to nd a way to do so. Instead
This follows the basic ideas presented by Baader and Hanschke in 1].
adding the missing number-restrictions is simply the task of adding rules to the inference engine
9
10
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of dening new constructs for each new predicate (like Krss does with minimum or maximum11), we provide a formalism for introducing new predicate
descriptions, similar to the description of concepts or roles.
Syntax
Semantic
(hnameD i (X1 : : : Xn ) hexprD i) predicate term (see text)

(dene-predicate PN P)
(constrain R1 : : : Rn P)

PN

I

=

f j9 1
a

P

I

n : (a b1) 2 RI1 ^    ^ (a bn) 2 RIn ^
(b1  : : :  bn) 2 P I g

b  : : : b

Table 4: Extensions: Representational level
Predicate terms P describe concrete predicates. They are either a predicate name PN or a list (hnameD i (x1 : : : xn) hexprD i) consisting of a domain
identier hnameD i and a list of variables x1 : : :xn. The expression hexprD i
is written in a syntax understood by the decision procedure of the concrete
domain D, actually denes the concrete predicate and refers to the variables.
de ne-predicate assigns a name PN to a predicate term P . Because concrete predicates constrain the llers of relations (i.e. roles and attributes),
predicate terms are allowed in concept as well as relation descriptions. We
introduce constrain as an additional concept term with the following semantic: For every combination (d1 ::: dn) of llers of the relations R1 ::: Rn the
predicate term P will be instantiated and the llers accordingly restricted.
Within role and attribute terms the Ri are restricted to chains beginning
with domain or range.

5.1.2 The inference level

On the interface level, the terminological inference engine has to be extended
in order to communicate with the decision procedure of the concrete domain.
constrain constructs are handled by the concrete domain rules of the modelgenerating procedure 1, 5]. Each time such a rule is called, the inference
engine has to determine all combinations of the llers and to instantiate
the expression of the predicate term by substituting every variable xi with
the respective ller di . Second, a pool of the instantiated expressions must
be maintained. Each time an expression is instantiated, it is added to the
pool (add-expr) and the decision procedure of the concrete domain is called
through consistent, to determine whether the extended pool is consistent.
In the case of an inconsistency, expressions may be removed from the pool
and maximum are provided for backward compatibility and handled as predened concrete predicates.
11minimum
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(rem-expr) if there are any choice points to backtrack to. Third, during the
inferences the inference engine may need the negation of a concrete predicate.
Therefore, the concrete domain must provide a function negation for negating
concrete predicates (e.g. their expressions).
To summarise, a concrete domain interface has to provide a decision procedure, functions for administrating the expression pool (minimal functions
to add and remove expressions) and function to convert expressions to their
negated form.

5.2 CLP-systems as decision procedures

Our example from section 2 needs a concrete domain handling systems of
(non)linear (in)equalities. The basic idea is to realise this domain by interfacing to CLP(R)-systems. In our current implementation we interfaced to
a CLP(R)implementation called Epilytis (derived from 9]) by extending it
with functions for negation and pool management.
This instantly gives us sound and complete inferences over arbitrary linear polynomials, considerably improving the expressiveness of the resulting
system. In section 2 we have seen that the handling of Equation 3 within
the TBox requires nonlinear constraints. Nonlinear constraints are handled
within CLP(R) systems if they become linear during the inference process.
Overcoming this limitation is one of the central themes in the areas of
CLP as well as computer algebra. Systems like Gdcc 16] make use of
the Buchberger algorithm for computing Gr"obner bases in order to solve
the problem over the complex numbers instead of the reals. While still being incomplete this signicantly enhances the expressiveness of the system.
Risc-CLP(Real) 8] is the rst CLP-system delivering complete inferences
for arbitrary systems of inequalities, by improving Collins technique for nding cylindric algebraic decompositions12.
With Ctl we automatically take advantage of these and any future improvements, while this would at least be arduous if not impossible in other
systems. Furthermore, interfacing to CLP-systems can be used to realise a
whole range of concrete domains, e.g. nite domains (i.e. sets of symbols)
with CLP(FD)13.
This technique can be applied to the problem of quantier eliminationon which Tarskis
decision procedure is based.
13We already have done that, but this is beyond the scope of this paper.
12
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6 Realising the example with Ctl
In order to realise the example we rst have to dene an appropriate TBox14.
This is done in three steps:
1. First we have to dene the concrete predicates underlying the physical
laws (1 - 5),
(define-predicate X=Y (EPILYTIS (?X ?Y) (?X = ?Y)))
(define-predicate X*Y=Z (EPILYTIS (?X ?Y ?Z)
(?X * ?Y = ?Z)))
(define-predicate X>=0 (EPILYTIS (?X) (?X >= 0)))
(define-predicate X>0 (EPILYTIS (?X) (?X > 0)))

2. This is followed by the denition of concepts describing the components: general, rotational and tension links.
(define-primitive-attribute link.force TOP)
(define-primitive-attribute rot.radius TOP)
(define-primitive-attribute rot.torque TOP))
(define-primitive-concept link
(some link.force (minimum 0)))
(define-primitive-concept r-link
(and link
(some rot.radius X>0)
(some rot.torque X>=0)
(constrain rot.radius link.force rot.torque
X*Y=Z)))
(define-primitive-concept t-link link)

3. Third, we have to describe connections between components. We represent them as roles. Note that the physical laws (1) and (2) describe
eects taking place on certain kinds of connections.
(define-role linked
(and (domain link) (range link)))
(define-role linked.rot.rot
(and (domain r-link)
14

Due to space constraints, we provide a minimal TBox.

14

(range r-link)
(constrain (compose range rot.torque)
(compose domain rot.torque) X=Y)))
(define-role linked.rot.ten
(and (domain r-link) (range t-link)
(constrain (compose range link.force)
(compose domain link.force) X=Y)))
(define-role linked.ten.rot
(and (domain t-link) (range r-link)
(constrain (compose range link.force)
(compose domain link.force) X=Y)))

The Abox describing the drivetrain is then instantiated in 4 steps:
1. First we have to dene the individuals15. Note, that the instantiation
of the individuals already leads to the instantiation and restriction of
their attributes.
(state (and
(instance
(instance
(instance
(instance

ca-1 r-link) (instance cr-1 r-link)
bbs-1 r-link) (instance ch-1 t-link)
sp-1 r-link) (instance ra-1 r-link)
rw-1 r-link)))

Bbs
r:>0
f:>=0
t:>=0

Ca
r: >0
f:>=0
t: >=0

Ra
r: >0
f:>=0
t: >=0

Ch
f:>=0
Sp
r:>0
f:>=0
t:>=0

Rw
r:>0
f:>=0
t: >=0

Cr
r:>0
f:>=0
t:>=0

Figure 2: The generated model after step 1.
15

The names of the individuals are abbreviated as in Figure 1.

15

2. Then we establish the connections between the individuals.
(state (and
(related ca-1
(related bbs-1
(related cr-1
(related sp-1
(related sp-1
(related rw-1

bbs-1
cr-1
ch-1
ch-1
ra-1
ra-1

linked.rot.rot)
linked.rot.rot)
linked.rot.ten)
linked.rot.ten)
linked.rot.rot)
linked.rot.rot)))

Bbs
r: Num
f: Num
t: Num

Ca
r: >0
f: >=0
t: >=0

Ra
r: Num
f: Num
t: Num

Ch
f: Num
Sp
r: >0
f: >=0
t: Num

Rw
r: >0
f: >=0
t: >=0

Cr
r: Num
f: Num
t: Num

Figure 3: The generated model after step 2.
If we now dene the values of some attributes, Ctl propagates these values
through the interface to the CLP(R){system. The CLP(R)-system checks
the consistency of the (in)equality system and calculates the values for all
other attributes:
3. First we give the radii of the rotational links.
(state (and (related
(related
(related
(related

ca-1
cr-1
sp-1
rw-1

.175
.1
.05
0.6858

rot.radius)
rot.radius)
rot.radius)
rot.radius)))

4. Finally we assert the value of the force applied to the crank arm.
(state (related ca-1 200

link.force))

This leads to the propagation of the constraints and the values of the
other attributes are determined16.
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The values are typical ones for a racing bike and an average cyclist.
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Ra
r:Num
f:Num
t:Num

Bbs
r:Num
f:Num
t:Num

Ca
r:0.175
f:Num
t: Num
Ch
f:Num

Sp
r:0.05
f:Num
t: Num

Rw
r:0.6858
f:Num
t:Num

Cr
r:0.1
f:Num
t:Num

Figure 4: The generated model after step 3.

Ra
r:Num
f:Num
t:17.5

Bbs
r:Num
f:Num
t:35

Ca
r:0.175
f:200
t: 35

Ch
f:350
Sp
r:0.05
f:350
t: 17.5

Rw
r:0.6858
f:25.51
t:17.5

Cr
r:0.1
f:350
t:35

Figure 5: The generated model after step 4.
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7 Summary and outlook
The example of a bike drivetrain reveals that in order to represent physical
laws, terminological systems need to be able to handle systems of (non)linear
(in)equalities. This is possible without losing the ability to dene sound
and complete algorithms. We analysed a representative set of current DL
systems and found that they are way too inexpressive. The shortcomings of
existing terminological systems lead us to the development of a new system
called Ctl. Ctl is based on a terminological system with a generic interface
for concrete domains 1], allowing the easy attachment of existing decision
procedures. Examples for such decision procedures are existing CLP-systems.
In particular we attached a CLP(R){system for the bike drivetrain example.
Future work is concentrated on attaching more CLP-systems. Currently
we are working on the integration of Eclipse. We plan to attach non-linear
CLP(R)-systems (e.g. 8]) as soon as they are available.
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